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Episode 17
How was office today Ashok?

Fine, but I have to leave for a week long office trip to Delhi tomorrow.

But... But it's our anniversary on Friday.

I'm sorry Savvi; I'll make it up to you later.

I don't like this! I'll be lonely and I hate having to cook an entire meal just for one person.

If that's the problem why don't you invite the neighbor's boys to eat here.

I'm sure they must be bored of the Tiffin-Meals they eat every day.
Next Morning

Ok boys, I'm leaving. Be sure to visit Savita often. She gets very lonely when I'm not around.

Yes uncle, we'll take good care of bhabhi.

Ahhhh, Tarun

Mmmmm, Varun

Y-you could at least wait until dinner was r-ready...

I don't think the dining table is the right place to eat out your bhabhi's pussy...

Ahhhh... I'm cumming

This is going to be a really great week...
Later that day – Lunch

I really must thank Ashok Uncle later for this idea.

Yes, it’s gets boring all by ourselves in the apartment. Now we can spend our free time with bhabhi.

Yes, he can come up with pretty smart ideas at times...

Ahh!

What is he doing?
Oh god, these pants are so loose, they just slip right off.

Here Varun, have one more...

What's the matter bhabhi?
You are looking a little uncomfortable.

Oh... It's nothing Varun
It's just a very hot day.
Having my pussy fingered while Varun is in the room is making me so horny... I can't hold it much longer...

Looks like bhabhi is really enjoying this

Riing! Riing!
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Riing! Riing!
Ashok!

Yes. We were just finishing lunch.

Ok, bye honey. I'll call you later.

Oh, are you boys leaving so soon?

Yes bhabhi, we have classes to go to.

My classes end an hour before Varun today bhabhi.

So I hope you have something HOT ready for me this evening.
I hope bhabhi is ready.

WOW!

Hurry up baby, or your 'tea' will become cold.

Mmmm, Bhabhi, where did you get such a hot outfit!

I was out shopping a few weeks back.

The salesperson there was very helpful and helped
I've been waiting to suck on these milky buns all day...

A-Ahhh... You really love my breasts; don't you Tarun?

Yes bhabhi!
Since the first day I met you it had been my dream to suck on these firm mangoes of yours.

Is that all you dreamed of?

Ummm, bhabhi!
I also wanted to see my cock wrapped around your breasts...
Ahnm....It is so hot and hard

Hmmmm .... Why don't we make your fantasy come true?

Ahh B-Babhil! Your breasts feel so soft!
Mmm, Tarun... You've been dreaming about this for a while now, haven't you?

Your cock is so stiff!

Mmm

It's so sticky...

A-Awesome B-Bhabhi.... Your lips are wrapping around me so gently...

Mmf...

It tastes delicious...
Ahhh Bhabhi!
That's it!
I'm going to cum!

Wait...
Cum in my pussy!
It's been wet all day after all the teasing you did this afternoon

Get ready, bhabhi!

Ding dong!
Oh Shit!
That must be Varun
A few minutes later

Varun!
Come in.

You’re home early?

Yes, the class ended early.

Humph. Another 15 mins and my class could also have ended.

Looks like my pussy will have to wait some more wait for a nice fucking.
Next Day - Breakfast

Ahh
Ahh

Ahh Bhabhi, I'm really happy that I woke up early before Tarun for class today.

Mmmm
Ah Ha

Me too...
Oh Bhabhi, it feels great when you play with my balls.

Looks like you're ready to cum.

Ahh, here it is...

Savita Bhabhi!!!

Ahh
Now it's your turn to give bhabhi some pleasure!

Looks like your cock is ready for another round again.

Yes bhabhi, it wants you to ride it hard till you cum.

Mmmm, I can't wait to feel your hard cock in my pussy.
Damn that Varun, he did not wake me up today.

What's taking them so long?

Come in Tarun... Your breakfast was getting cold.

Between Ashok's calls and these brothers' bad timings; I don't think I'll get any cock in my pussy this week...

Looks like I'll have to come up with something myself.
Friday Night – Dinner

Bhabhi, today’s dinner was really great!

What’s the special occasion?

It’s my and Ashok’s fourth anniversary.

And my idiot husband has not even called me once today to wish me!

Don’t worry bhabhi, he must be busy today.

I’m sure he will call you soon.

It was really mean of him to leave me like this on our anniversary.

I wish there was something to do to take my mind off this topic.

Bhabhi, there’s a good movie on TV today. Let’s watch it together!
A little later

I’ll check
I’ll call.

Mmmm, bhabhi!
Teen Patti is very boring if we don’t bet any real money in it.

Yes bhabhi! Let’s do that

Let’s play cards tonight. I used to be a really good player during college.

Hmm... there is something else we can bet on.
We could bet on our clothes...

I played it at a party once, it was a lot of fun.

You mean like strip poker!

I can't do that!

Oh c'mon bhabhi, be a sport.

If you lose too much at any stage and want to stop, we'll do so.

Yes Bhabhi, c'mon. It was you who wanted to play cards.

Hmm...ok let's try it!
Round 1

Looks like you boys will be leaving my apartment with no clothes tonight!

I win!!
Come On Bhabhi

Round 2

I am getting a feeling that Ashok is not going to be pleased with the results of this game.
Ha! I win again!
Take off your pants Tarun.

Hmmm, looks like bhabhi’s sexy lingerie has made Tarun very excited.

Tarun’s going to get a lot more excited if this game goes any further.
Yeah, I win this one!
Hmm bhabhi, looks like you owe me your bra

Mmmm... Should I take off my top...
Or would you like to do it yourself?

Mmmm Varun...
I don't think that's the proper way to take my top off

So boys!
Are you ready for the next round...
Some Rounds Later

Hal: Looks like I win the final round as well.

Come here Varun so bhabhi can take your boxers off.

Looks like both brothers got really hard after looking at bhabhi’s breasts.

Why don’t we play another round?

Whoever wins this round gets to be the final winner.

But what do we get if we win bhabhi?

That’s a surprise boys...

So make sure you win this game if you want to know what it is!
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Come on bhabhi; show us your cards...

Fold!!! Looks like you guys win... Come here and get your special prize!
So bhabhi...

What's the reward for us?

Would you like to see your bhabhi's lovely lips wrapped around your cocks as a reward?

Mmm...

Who should I suck first?
Mmmmm

Varun won the last game so he should be first.

Wow, looks like Tarun just can't control himself. I'll have to do something.

Varun, looks like your brother is getting jealous of you having all the fun.

I think I'll have to suck you both off together!
Mmm... Yes I had to 'persuade' some neighborhood boys to be more careful while playing cricket.

Bhabhi it looks as if this isn't the first time you've had two cocks at the same time.

You could say that they needed a LOT of 'persuasion'.

Oh, I just love sucking cock.
Mmmm...
It looks like both of you are ready to cum.

Come on boys...
Cum all over your dear bhabhi...

Cover my tits with your hot cum!!!

That's it boys... cover your bhabhi in cum!
Bhabhi wants to feel your hot cum on her body!

Aahhh Bhabhiii...
Now I think it's time for me to get something I have been waiting for all week!

Ahnnn
Mmmm

Mmmmm bhabhi...
How do you like having your pussy licked and nipples pinched at the same time

Come on bhabhi...Speak up

Aah...Yaa...It...Feels...Really...Good.
Aahhh
Ahhh
It's Ashok uncle's call bhabhi

You'd better answer it bhabhi or he might get suspicious.

Hello Ashok
Aah...H-Happy anniversary to you too darling!
You sound out of breath Savil! Did I interrupt anything?

N-no dear, Mmmm...
I was just playing cards with the twins.

Wow...this is really kinky...She's talking to her husband while being finger fucked by me.

Sounds like you're having fun... What are you playing?

Ah... T-the boys are teaching me how to play poker... Mmmm...
What are you playing for?

Money?

Ahh, no. I've cooked up some special snacks for them as a prize for winning.

Tarun just loves the taste of my milky buns...

Who's winning?

Mmm...Ohhh yesss
V-Varun is trying...Mmmm...r-really hard to make me give up my cards!!!
Sounds like she is really enjoying the game

Mmm... Varun you have a really good hand in this round...

Oh God... I'm cumming...

Yess... Yesss...

Good N-Night Darling...

Ahhh... Varunnn... Your fingers are too good!

I'm cumming...

Varun... you naughty boy

You made me cum while talking to Ashok...

It's not over bhabhi... it's time to put something much bigger than Varun's fingers in your pussy.
Varun: looks like bhabhi is really enjoying this...

Her pussy has become even wetter than before!

Yes, she's sucking my cock even faster now.

Umm...bhabhi, if you suck me like that I'll cum again soon!

Oh No! You can't cum so soon!!

You boys haven't even tried all my holes yet!